ICC 2015 meeting

Minutes: TCGCC official Meeting at IEEE ICC 2015

Meeting Chair, Jinsong Wu

Location: South Gallery 29, Excel Convention Center, London, UK

Time: Tuesday, June 9, 2015, 18:30 to 20:30

1. Welcome and Introduction

2. Presentations (the presentation orders may be changed):
   - Presenter: Jaime Lloret Mauri, Universitat Politècnica València, Spain
     -- Topics: Some Green Activities
   - Presenter: Paulina Chan, Imperial College Ambassador and Principal & CEO of Global Mutual Consortium, Hong Kong
     -- Topics: To be determined
   - Presenter: Yuen Chau, Singapore University of Technology and Design, Singapore
     -- Topics: Activities of IEEE SIG on Energy Harvesting Communications
   - Presenter: Yan Zhang, Simula Research Laboratory & University of Oslo, Norway,
     -- Topics: Activities of IEEE SIG on Green Smart Grid Communications
   - Presenter: Mohammad Asad Rehman Chaudhry, University of Toronto, Canada
     -- Topics: GlobalSIP 2015 Software-Defined Ecosystems and Green Computing and some topics on standardizations
   - Presenter, Muhammad Zeeshan Shakir, Texas A&M University at Qatar, Qatar
     -- Topics: ICC 2015 BackNets Workshop and other issues

2. Industry issues
   - Presenter: Chih-Lin I, China Mobile Research Institute, China
     -- Topics: Industry involvements, TCGCC Industrial Subcommitte, TCGCC Impact Awards
3. Conference issues
   - Presenter: Rechard Yu, Carleton University, Canada

4. Publication issues
   - Presenter: Jinsong Wu, Universidad de Chile, Chile,

5. TCGCC NewsLetters
6. Policy and Procedure TCGCC issues
7. Issues on TCGCC Awards
8. Discussions of activities and issues
9. Other Business
10. Adjourn

If you would like to have any presentations on any Relevant topics in the meeting, Please tell us freely. The relevant issues include but not be limited to relevant topics or discussions, recent results, relevant projects, relevant conferences or journal special issues (recently done or incoming ones), suggestions or opinions, standardization issues, and so on.